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Abstract 
The depiction of drapery (generalised cloth as opposed to clothing) is a well-
established convention of Neo-Classical sculpture and is often downplayed by art 
historians as of purely rhetorical value. It can be argued however that sculpted 
drapery has served a spectrum of expressive ends, the variety and complexity of 
which are well illustrated by a study of its use in portrait sculpture. For the Neo-
Classical portrait bust, drapery had substantial iconographic and political 
meaning, signifying the new Enlightenment notions of masculine authority. Within 
the portrait bust, drapery also served highly strategic aesthetic purposes, 
alleviating the abruptness of the truncated format and the compromising visual 
consequences of the “cropped” body. With reference to Joseph Nollekens’ 
portraits of English statesman Charles James Fox and the author’s own 
sculptural practice, this paper will analyse the Neo-Classical use of drapery to 
propose that rendered fabric, far from mere stylistic flourish, is a highly charged 
visual signifier with much scope for exploration in contemporary sculptural 
practice. 
 
In this paper, I shall explore the ways in which Enlightenment notions of masculinity can be 
observed in the draped bust form, taking two of Joseph Nollekens’ portrait busts of Charles 
James Fox as an example. By analysing the behaviour of drapery in this pair of busts, I hope 
to demonstrate how these examples of Neo-Classical portrait sculpture used drapery not 
merely as a decorative framing device, as is commonly supposed, but as a key signifier and 
a vital extension of the representational program that forms the basis of the portrait as a 
genre in art. I will then discuss how the complex negotiation of subject and object that occurs 
in these examples of eighteenth century portraiture provides an enriching context for my own 
explorations of the portrait bust. I have repeatedly used the form of the portrait bust in my 
sculptural practice and consequently I have become fascinated by way the form ‘edits’ the 
figure and the devices sculptors have applied to alleviate this abruptness.  
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At this point, I wish to emphasise that I am not an art historian and that my approaches and 
concerns are not focussed on the revelation of precise historical facts. Instead of proposing 
an account of the aesthetic motives behind Nollekens’ treatment of drapery, I wish to discuss 
their effect on the subject from the perspective of a contemporary viewer. It is my belief that 
the contemporary engagement with notions of context, frame and support in art makes the 
analysis of artistic peripheries, such as drapery, a particularly rich site of investigation and 
application in the studio. My research into the use of drapery in eighteenth century sculpture 
has revealed a complexity that indicates that despite its repression within Modernist 
sculptural practices, sculpted drapery is in fact a highly charged visual signifier with much 
scope for exploration in contemporary sculptural practice. 
 
The Enlightenment, the intellectual movement that emanated from continental Europe in the 
late eighteenth century, ushered in a significant new model of human understanding, 
characterised by an indomitable faith in the notion of reason and progress, a belief in the 
centrality of the human subject and “an aggressively critical perspective on what were 
perceived as the repressive influences of tradition and institutionalised religion” (Edgar and 
Sedgwick 1999, p. 126). This new mode of understanding the world was accompanied by a 
change in subjective emphasis, whereby the worth of a man was transferred from the 
divinely bestowed attributes of the Baroque (piety, saintliness, aristocratic birth) to a 
reflection of ‘achievements’ within the secular sphere: political, intellectual, scientific and 
artistic. Despite the increased social mobility of the era, women were largely excluded from 
this egalitarian vision. As a result of this, achievements in the public realm (or at least those 
considered worthy of commemoration) remained overwhelmingly masculine. As such, it is 
important to acknowledge that Enlightenment subjectivity was an almost exclusively male 
privilege.1 
 
Eighteenth century intellectuals took great nourishment from the idea of a classical humanist 
precedent that stood in explicit contrast to the religious tumult of the previous century. As H. 
W. Janson explains in his book Nineteenth-Century Sculpture, England in the aftermath of 
her victory over the French in 1715 was entranced by a newfound nationalism. The 
triumphalism that accompanied this change in Imperial fortune led the painter Jonathan 
Richardson to claim that “no nation under Heaven so nearly resembles the ancient Greeks 
and Romans than we” (Janson 1985, p. 16). This feeling of kindredness with the Classical 
world, needed to be staged appropriately, and new architectural projects filled with Classical 
references were soon accompanied by public monuments to “men of genius and cultural 
heroes” (Janson 1985, p. 17). A key part of the iconographic paraphernalia used to set this 
Neo-Classical ‘stage’ was the portrait bust, a form that bristled with allusions to the glory of 
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Republican Rome and “made [the] link between the present and Classical past most explicit” 
(Baker 2007, p. 212). Indeed Lord Burlington’s ‘Temple of British Worthies’ built in 1735 at 
Stowe was a popular national shrine, housing numerous portrait busts of eminent 
Englishmen (Janson 1985, p. 17). As a celebration of secular virtue and Roman Imperial 
glory, the portrait bust was a potent emblem of English national vigour and the new 
masculine agency ushered in by the Enlightenment.  
 
 
Figure 1. Joseph Nollekens, Charles James Fox, 1791, marble, 69 x 
54 x 26 cm, private collection (Source: Rosenthal, N. (ed.) 2007, 
Citizens and kings: portraits in the age of revolution, 1760-1830, Royal 
Academy of Arts, London, p. 220)  
 
Beyond straightforward Classical reference though, the very form of the portrait bust was 
well-suited to this intellectual emphasis. The truncation that is central to the format radically 
reframes the body, effectively reducing it to two basic elements: head and heart. This 
figurative focus acted as a potent manifestation of the Enlightenment ideal of the triumph of 
the secular mind and spirit. Derived from the same Classical precedent and a frequent 
accompaniment to this revived format was drapery – the sculptural rendering of gathered 
fabric.  
 
Drapery in the portrait bust “clothed” the subject in a variety of ways. By suggesting the folds 
of the Greek himation, the work could evoke the timelessness and intellectual heroism 
associated with a much-romanticised Classical past. For Joshua Reynolds, the chief British 
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proponent of Neo-Classicism in art, the atemporal dignity of classicistic drapery was vastly 
superior to the depiction of contemporary modes of dress, subject as they were to regular 
change by the caprices of fashion. As Anne Hollander observes: “Reynolds saw dignity as 
compromised by fashion, and dignity was one of the principal characteristics of the Great 
Style, which the Neo-Classic spirit reinvented as the loftiest mode of artistic expression” 
(1993, p. 64). By the latter half of the eighteenth century, it was widely considered that art’s 
true goal was to inspire virtue and gesture toward the inexorable progression of 
unadulterated and unfettered reason, and drapery with its timeless and Classical allusions, 
was a fundamental part of this reinvigorated vocabulary of form. 
 
More than a mock himation however, drapery also clothed the bust itself. As a sculptural 
frame it performed the important function of concealing the abruptness of the truncation and 
mitigating against the potentially unfortunate meanings that could be associated with the 
figurative ‘fragmentation’ of the body. Drapery could deflect the bust’s impression of 
‘sectioning’, by indicating the much more noble fragmentation associated with both the 
Classical sculptural “ruin” and the Roman portrait bust . Literally framing the sculptural body, 
drapery also performs a metaphoric displacement, removing it (and thus the sitter) from the 
world of the viewer and into the idealised, transcendent world of the Classical ideal. By 
masking the actual vulnerability of physical form of the bust, drapery could amplify its 
impression of patrician authority. 
 
For Reynolds, the clear distinction between the figure and its draped accompaniment was 
crucial to the metaphoric and literal stability of the figure. Drapery could facilitate the 
“agreeable” effect of the figure and, with its capacity to connect parts of the body, could be 
used to further the range of poses from which the sculptor could draw. While Reynolds notes 
that drapery, following the Classical example, could thus broaden the expressive spectrum 
and structural possibilities of the sculpted figure he stresses that it must always remain 
subordinate to the represented body:  
The sculptor has no other means of preventing [compositional confusion] than by 
attaching the drapery for the greater part close to the figure; the folds of which 
following the order of the limbs, whenever the drapery is seen, the eye is led to 
trace the form and attitude of the figure at the same time (1965, p. 154) 
Like the frame of a painting, drapery should delineate and emphasise the main subject of the 
sculpture (that is, the figure) while remaining very much a subordinate element. 
 
Reynolds’ account of the ‘correct’ use of drapery, stands in predictably stark contrast to the 
function that drapery performed in Baroque sculpture. Bernini made use of sumptuous 
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dynamic eruptions of sculpted drapery in his large-scale compositions. In Bernini’s lexicon of 
form, drapery came to act as the embodiment of spirituality. By becoming unhinged from any 
overt representational program and taking on its own life, the fantastic behaviour of drapery 
afforded the sculptor great creative licence while also acting as the embodiment of the 
supernatural power of Catholic faith. As Anne Hollander observes, Bernini’s aim was “to 
replace clothing with instances of spiritual enlightenment and divine ecstasy … floating rivers 
of stone, molded to convey the motions of the soul” (1993, p. 42). Making something as hard 
and heavy as stone, flutter and billow like fabric, may have seemed “folly” by 1780 (Reynolds 
1965, p. 153), but for the Baroque sculptor it was a highly apt metaphor for the transcendent 
and ‘irrational’ qualities of the Christian divine force. This illusion of transubstantiation was 
central to the potent status afforded to sculpture during the Baroque period of which Bernini 
was the supreme exemplar. 
 
For Bernini, drapery became a site for ever greater experimentation. Bernini’s chief 
innovation in portraiture was to recognise that in the portrait bust drapery could serve the 
dual function of divine metaphor while also acting as an elaborate framing device. Drapery 
could mask the abruptness of the truncation of the body (and the literal vulnerability of the 
Classical portrait bust) by concealing and embellishing its margins. The twisting swathes and 
undulating layers of stone fabric fortified the figure against the impression of incompletion, 
while simultaneously elevating the subject by imbuing him or her with a detached divine 
energy. Given the religious association of Bernini’s use of drapery, it is not surprising that 
Reynolds, a dedicated humanist in the Enlightenment mould, should be so proscriptive about 
the discrete formal balance that drapery could perform.  
 
Despite Reynolds’ stern strictures, the eighteenth century use of drapery in portrait sculpture 
displays surprising versatility of expression. While Classical allusion may have been 
drapery’s primary justification, its use in portrait sculpture in this era mostly bears little 
resemblance to any Classical precedent (Baker 2007, p. 360). Instead, in its frequent 
tendency to sweep over the body and direct attention away from the bust’s sculptural ‘edit’ it 
sometimes finds a more overt ancestor in the billowing sculpted folds of the Baroque. Two 
versions of Nollekens’ portrait bust of Charles James Fox (see Figures 1 and 2) illuminate 
the expressive potential offered by this synthetic approach to the arrangement of sculpted 
drapery and indeed, the portrayal of the heroic male subject. In their swathed, almost wet 
look we can observe the twin operations of Baroque and Classicising tendency and a 
synthesis between a masculinity of divine flamboyance and one of sober rationality. 
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Charles James Fox, was a major politician in eighteenth century England and an example of 
the new heroic figure championed at the time. He was one of the Whig party’s most 
celebrated leaders and was strongly associated with the parliamentary reform cause. He was 
also notorious for his support for the French revolution and Bonaparte (Wilson 2003, p. 65). 
As a Whig, Fox’s political vision favoured the pursuit of the “idealized political legacy of 
Greek and Roman antiquity” (Naujoks 2006) as an antidote to monarchical despotism, a 
preference that was further reinforced by the Neo-Classicism of the American and French 
Revolutionaries. Given his social status and political persuasion, it is not surprising then that 
Fox was commemorated in numerous busts all’antica the display of which in both public and 
private spaces denoted Whig political affiliation. Nollekens’ 1802 bust, which was 
commissioned for a private ‘Temple of Liberty’ at Woburn Abbey in Bedfordshire (Penny 
1976, p. 96), demonstrates the capacity of classicising drapery to reflect specific political 
meanings. 
 
 
Figure 2. Joseph Nollekens, Charles James Fox, c.1802, marble, 72 x 
52 x 34 cm, Victoria and Albert Museum, London (Source: Rosenthal, 
N. (ed.) 2007, Citizens and kings: portraits in the age of revolution, 
1760-1830, Royal Academy of Arts, London, p. 221) 
 
Fox makes an apt subject for a study of the iconography of sculptural dress as, during his 
career as a parliamentarian, he demonstrated a keen awareness of the political function of 
clothing. In the 1760s, Fox entered parliament as the leader of the ‘macaronis’, the circle of 
young London aristocrats notorious for their effeminate mannerisms and conspicuous dress 
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in tight-fitting trousers, colourful high-heeled shoes, elaborate wigs and make-up. The 
foppish ‘macaroni’ style denoted an affiliation with the spirit of French libertinism and in the 
parliamentary context, declared an explicit challenge to the stolid conservative dress of King 
George and his Tory supporters. By the 1780s the changing political climate and Fox’s own 
humanist sympathies led him to “tone down his dandyish, aristocratic dress in favour of a 
plain, more plebeian look” (Clark 1998, p.40), adopting the breeches and blue and buff 
colours associated with the American revolutionaries. Dress was a key signifier of political 
affiliations and Fox became notorious for his dishevelled appearance. As Natasha Naujoks 
notes, the late eighteenth century was characterised by “a movement away from formality 
and ostentation in men’s dress … that corresponded to revolutionary rumblings in the 
political world associated with ideas of liberty” (2006). Fox’s unshaven, unwigged 
appearance and his frequently untidy clothes evoked the image of a “man of the people” and 
unkemptness became a Whig political motif. In this context, the disarranged drapery of 
Nollekens’ busts, which seems to have been hastily thrown around Fox’s shoulders, carried 
with it a specific connotative meaning, successfully drawing together classical reference and 
contemporary political metaphor. 
 
In philosophy, the exciting potentials afforded by the Enlightenment’s revolutionary approach 
to knowledge gave rise to a reinterpretation of the whole notion of self. Hume’s theory of the 
mind, outlined in Section IV of his Treatise of Human Nature (1736), proposed that the self, 
far from being an immutable certainty as Descartes had claimed, is in fact insubstantial, “a 
bundle or collection of different perceptions which succeed one another with an 
inconceivable rapidity and are in perpetual flux and movement” (Hume 1970, cited in Atkins 
2005, p. 38). Consequently, says Hume, the impression of a “self” is really just an effect of 
the mind’s ordering of sense-perceptions and thus, owing to the temporal nature of those 
perceptions, is constantly in a state of fluidity and change. Hume likened the mind to a kind 
of theatre “where several perceptions successively make their appearance; pass, repass, 
glide away and mingle in an infinite variety of perceptions and postures” (Hume in Atkins, p. 
38). In times as politically volatile as the eighteenth century, this pioneering notion of the self 
as a dynamic effect rather than a stable “substrate” (Atkins 2005, p. 35) was highly resonant 
with meaning.  
 
This new notion of an unfixed self, continually in a state of change, can be observed in the 
draped forms of Nollekens’ busts of Fox. The fluidity that characterises Hume’s account 
could not feasibly be written upon the fixed stone features of the sitter and nor would we 
expect them to be; the mimetic demands of portraiture combined with the imperatives of 
Classical sobriety limited the scope for such adventurism. However, the dynamic male self 
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could be embodied by the vastly more plastic possibilities of drapery. In this light, Nollekens’ 
drapery, with its loose encounters of folds that bunch, twist and gather can be interpreted as 
a sculptural equivalent of Hume’s new more mobile account of subjectivity. As Reynolds, 
himself observed in his tenth Discourse, sculptural figures “are represented by their insignia 
more than by any variety of form or beauty” (1965, p. 151). Sculpted drapery, as an insignia, 
could be made to embody the complex relations that defined the eighteenth century male 
subject. The capacity of sculpted drapery to perform such a complex activity was not, 
however, acknowledged by Reynolds, who saw it as a potential impediment to the 
expression of Classical grace and virtue. Drapery was only permissible in this scheme 
providing it did not, as Reynolds warns, become an “entangled confusion” and “mingle and 
confound with the principle parts of the figure” (1965, pp. 153-154). 
 
Seen from the twenty-first century, one of the great appeals of drapery is precisely its 
capacity to confuse. The complex formal and connotative operations of Nollekens’ sculptural 
drapery may make a far more useful lens through which to view the profound changes to 
masculine subjectivity that characterise the eighteenth century than his sculpted heads 
themselves. How might a contemporary practitioner revisit the possibilities of drapery and the 
portrait bust in light of these reflections?  
 
Such questions of subjectivity and representation are the key areas that concern my own 
sculptural practice. This practice involves the ongoing production of meticulously rendered 
self-portrait busts that in their severe austerity and naturalism resemble the bust forms of the 
eighteenth century. These pseudo-plaster busts, however, deviate markedly from this 
tradition in their awkward poses, misshapen facial expressions and frequently inverted 
arrangement in the gallery. These are portrait busts that have lost the armatures that 
conventionally support and protect them: drapery as well as socle, pedestal and architectural 
niche are all missing. Exhibiting these busts in sparse arrangements on the gallery floor 
results in an impression of absence: as if the busts, forms normally so resonant with 
masculine certainty, have been abandoned by all their supports, and left to fend for 
themselves in an otherwise empty gallery. 
 
The absence of any concealing drapery makes the bust’s truncation highly visible and makes 
literal the violent excision of the body that underpins the bust format. The severity of this 
truncation lends the busts a highly architectonic feel, as if they are a part of some unknown 
built structure. This suggestion of utility is further underscored by the fact that the busts are 
frequently made to rest on the side planes created by the truncation of the torso. This 
reorientation can be interpreted as attempt to find a way of representing the self that resists 
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the certainties of representation enshrined in the stable bust format. In these works the bust’s 
‘shoulder’ planes are alternate foundations that offer up a very different model of the male 
self; one characterised by ambiguity, uncertainty and instability. 
 
 
Figure 3. Charles Robb, Extension, 2005, acrylic resin, fibreglass and 
synthetic polymer paint, 95 x 42 x 34 cm, private collection 
(photograph: Joachim Froese) 
 
The form of Extension (Figure 3) is derived primarily from the study of Neo-Classical 
truncation planes denuded of drapery. Instead of finishing at the sternum, the segmentation 
is extended to the entire length of the torso, concluding at the groin. When inverted and 
made to rest against the gallery wall, the resulting bodily section takes on a buttress-like 
appearance. Reframing the bust in such a way draws dramatic attention to the key bodily 
elements in the composition: the head and the genitals, both areas of the body highly 
resonant with notions of masculine authority. However the exposure of the testicles and 
perineum produced by this pose creates an impression of vulnerability and humiliation that is 
at odds with the refined, carefully modelled surface. In Extension the scrotum tries to fulfil the 
role of drapery, engaging in a futile attempt to conceal the bald planes of the form. It is as if, 
bereft of any sculptural covering or support, the protective role usually afforded by drapery 
must fall to the nearest bodily analogue: the folds of skin that envelop the male sex organs.  
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The conflation of figure and body that Extension performs is brought about by a complex of 
active absences. Chief amongst these is drapery. Extension seeks to expose the fact that 
drapery always endeavours to conceal in portrait sculpture: the objecthood of the bust itself. 
In eighteenth century sculptural portraiture, drapery could fulfil a variety of roles. It could 
connote the grace and timelessness of antiquity, embody the transcendent vitality of the spirit 
of reason, encode the politics of dress and emphasize the character of the sitter. More than a 
simple frame, drapery elevated and isolated the subject and was a crucial extension of the 
representational program that defined portraiture in that era. My work seeks to draw attention 
to this complex operation, by revealing what happens when such supports are removed and 
the portrait bust is shown to be simply a severed body: a mere thing. 
 
By re-imagining this Enlightenment tradition by refracting it through the contemporary studio, 
I seek to articulate the ambivalence I feel when faced by a visual language that rewarded, at 
least in principle, a man’s civic, cultural and scientific achievements. For despite these lofty 
pretenses, beneath Nollekens’ draped forms I observe the germ of the atomised, narcissistic 
male self of our world.  They depict, after all, a singular man self-consciously staking a claim 
on immortality by donning the appropriate sculptural dress. Despite this conceit, it is hard not 
to be seduced by the optimism represented by such portraits.  And so my self-portraits, while 
they endeavour to unmask the sculptural devices that prop up the certainties of male 
authority, also contain a quiet, half-formed wish to, like Fox, find a home in the ‘Temple of 
Worthies’. 
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Endnotes 
                                                 
1 The masculine temper of Enlightenment selfhood has been the subject of much feminist and post-
modern critique. Of particular prominence within this field is the work of Luce Irigaray, whose analysis 
of the androcentricity of Enlightenment ideas of self has been highly influential to contemporary 
notions of identity and culture (see Whitford, M 1991). 
